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The “Declaration
states that:

of National Environmental

Policy”

The Congress . . . declares that it is the continuing policy
of the Federal Government, in cooperation with State and
local governments, and other concerned public and private
organizations, to use all practicable means and measures,
including financial and technical assistance, in a manner
calculated to foster and promote the generat welfare, to
create and maintain conditions under which man and
nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfti the
social, economic, and other requirements of present and
future generations of Americans.’
Far from addressing only administrative
NEPA stresses that it is

procedures,

[T]he continuing responsibility

of the Federal government
to use all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations of nationalpolicy,
to improve and coordinate Federal plans, functions, programs, and resources
10 the end that the Nation may—

(1) fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as
trusrees of the environment for succeeding generations;
(2) assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive,
and esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;
(3) attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to health or safety,
or other undesirable and unintended consequences;
(4) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural
aspects of our national heritage, and maintain, wherever
possible, an environment which supports diversity, and
variety of individual choice;
(5) achieve a balance between population and resource
use which will permit high standards of living and a wide

sharing of life’s amenities; and
(6) enhance the qurdity of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable recycling of depletable
resources.’
It is impossible to think of any environmental
issue of
current concern—whether
beaches blighted by medical

wastes, alarming predictions of climate change, or decline
of species and ecosystem diversity—that is not already encompassed by NEPA.
Many of these issues can be and are currently addressed
in the context of the environmental impact assessment process. For example, the Council on Environmental Qualit y
is planning to issue guidance on how federal agencies
should incorporate consideration of global climate change
impacts in environmental documents prepared under
NEPA. Similarly, the Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee recently noted that the resportaibilities
of the ftxleral government under NEPA include biological
diversity, and that, “conservation of biological diversity
under NEPA should be inherent in all facets of the NEPA
decision-making process.’”
However, other sections of NEPA, besides the wellknown environmental impact assessment requirements,
should also be considered in light of current issues. Such
sections include the mandate to federal agencies to utilize
a systematic, interdisciplinary approach to integrating
naturaJ and social sciences and the environment design arts
in planning and decisionmaking,’ and the requirement to
4. NEPA $lOl(a), 42 U.S.C. #4331(a), ELR STAT.NEPA 003.
5. NEPA $101(I$,42 U.S.C. $4331(b),ELR STAT.NEPA 003(emphasis
added).
6. S. Rep. No. 100-502, 10&thCong., 2d Sess.6 (1988).
7. NEPA $102(2)(A),42 U.S.C. 54332(A), ELR STAT. NEPA 003.
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“recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environmental problems and, where consistent with the
foreign policy of the United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions,
and programs designed to
maximize international
cooperation
in anticipating
and
preventing a decline in the quality of mankind’s world environment .’”

TheEnvironmental
Impact
Assessment
UnderNEPA

Process

Background

As one means of implementing the goals of the Act’s national environmental policy, Congress included the wellknown $102(2)(C), directing all federal agencies to include,
in proposals for legislation and other major federal actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a‘ ‘detailed statement” by the responsible official.’
The “detailed statement,” now commonly referred to as
an environmental impact statement (EIS), must, by law,
include an analysis of:
(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action;
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be
avoided should the proposal be implemented;
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action;
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of
man’s environment and the maintenamx and enhancement
of long-term productivity; and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources which would be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented. ‘o
Title II of NEPA created the Council on Environtnent.al Quality (CEQ) in the Executive Office of the President,
composed of three Members appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate. “ CEQ has a
number of responsibilities, including preparation of an annual report on environmental quality, developing and
recommending to the President national environmental
policies, and documenting and deftig
environmental
trends.’ 1

CEQ Guidance and Regulations
Shortly after NEPA was signed into law, President Nixon
issued Executive Order 11S14 which, among other things,

directed CEQ to issue guidelines on preparation

of environmental impact statements. ” Beginning in 1970, cEQ
issued a series of these guidelines, which addressed the basic

8.
9.
10.
Il.

NEPA S102(2)(F),42 U.S.C. $4332(F), ELR STAT. NEPA W.
42 U.S.C.~33x2)(C), ELR STAT. NEPA 003.
Id.

One Member is appointed Chairman by the President. NEPA f202,
42 U.S.C. W342, ELR STAT. NEPA 005.
12< NEPA SXM,42 U.S.C. $4344,ELR STAT.NEPA 005.CEQS various
responsibititia, and ttsose of the Offkx of Environmental Quatity
(OEQ—the Iegat entity created by the Environmental Quatity Improvement Act of 1970)are, in some ways, as broad and aU*compawing as the scope of the declaration of nationat envirorunentat
policy. Both authorities have yet to be futty implemented. For CEQ
and OEQ’Sauthorities, see 42 US.C. ##4344and 4372, ELR STAT.
NEPA W and 013.
13 Exec. Order No. 11514, 3 C.F.R. $902 (1966-1970),ELR AmcrN.
MAT. 45001.The directiveto issueguidefina is found at 53(h).Executive Order 11514was amendedin 1977by Executive Order 11991,
3 C.F.R. $123 (1977).

_
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requirements of environmental impact assessment and administratively interpreted the thrust of the considerable case
law that was Occurnng throughout the 1970s. ”
While the guidelines were useful, the environmental imasit frepact assessment process, or“NEPA process,”
quently is referred to in the federal establishment, acquired
some unfortunate “barnacles” during the mid- 1970s.” The
most frequent complaints were the length Qf EISS and the
delays that the NEPA process was perceived to cause in
the decisionmaking process. Observers believed that the
lack of uniformity throughout the government and uncertainty about what was rquired accounted to a large degree
for these problems. Consequently, in 1977 President Carter
issued Executive Order 11991, directing CEQ to issue binding regulations to federal agencies in an effort to make the
process more uniform and efficient.” The regulations were
to cover dl procedural provisions of NEPA, and to include
procedures for referral to CEQ of conflicts between agencies concerning the environmental impacts of proposed major federal actions.
In writing the new regulations, CEQ undertook an extensive effort to obtain and respond to the views of all parties, both public and private, that were affected or interested in the NEPA process. The regulations were written specifically to reduce the delay and paperwork
associated with the NEPA process, while making the process more valuable to the decisionmaker. As promulgated
in final form on November 29, 1978, ” the regulations
observed that:
Ultimately, of course, it is not better documents but better decisions that count. NEPA’s purpose is not to generate
paperwork-even

excellent paperwork-but

to foster ex-

14. Interim guidetineawere issued on Aprit 30, 1970.35 Fed. Reg. 7391
(1970), 1 ELR 46001 (1971). Although very brief, the guidetinea
focused on certain themes that CEQ has cottaistentty addressed
throughout the development of the NEPA process. For example, a
rigorous exploration and objective evatuatiorrof alternative actions
was requirsd. Federat decisiomnakerswere reminded that cumulative
impacts of many small projects must be considered.
The interim guidelines were f-cd
end pubtished a yearlater,
withsome additional sections suchas provisiomfor stateand locat
review and emergency actions. 36 Fed. Reg. 7724 (1971).
In 1973,CEQ revised the guidetineaand, for the first time, published them in the Code of Federal Regulations. 40 C.F.R. S1S00
(1973), 9 ELR 46003 (1979). In response to comments on the draft
guidelinsa, CEQ lengthened the comment period for the draft EIS
to 45 days, required agencieato publish their NEPA procedures its
the Federal Register, required agencies to dwelop an early notice
system for informing the public of a decision to prepare an EIS, and
issuedguidanceon making enviromrterttaldata availabteto the public.
In response to case law, CEQ addressed the use of a programmatic
EIS and the tirnitationon action by applicantswhilethe NEPA review
was in progress.The new@ddinea atsoemphasimdtheneedto begin
preparation of impact statements at an early point
in the decisionmakins processand addrewt the question of supplementingen EIS.
15. For a detaikt dkcussion of the factors that led to the development
of binding regulations, see Yost, Stmanrhsing NEPA—An EnviAP?.L. REV.507 (19S1-82).
ronmental Success Story, 9 B.C. ENVTL.
See also Courrcit on Environmental Quatity, Environmental Impact
Statements: An Analysis of Six Yews Experience by Seventy Fedemi
Agencies (1976); Lietrearnarr,The Council on Environmental Quaiity’s Reguiatiosrs To Implement the National Env&vnmental Poiicy
Act— Wiii They Further NEPA’s Suhrtantive Mandate?, 10 ELR
S0039(1980);Caldwdt, LrNEPA Inhemntiy Se~-D#mting?, 9 ELR

Sml (1979).
16. Exec. Order No. 11991,3 C.F.R. #123(1977),amending Exec. order
No. 11514, supm n. 13. The directive to issue refutations is found
at $3(h). .
17. 40 C.F.R. S#150@1508(1978)
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cetlent action. The NEPA process is intended to help public
officials make decisions that are based on understanding
of environmental consequences, and take actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment. ”

To some unmeasurable but significant degree, the regulations have proven successful. Many (though by no means
all) federal agencies have improved their compliance with
procedural requirements of the statute. Litigation is
decreasing. ” During the review of federal regulations in
the beginning years of President Reagan’s administration,
the NEPA regulations fared quite well: less than ten letters were received about them, and several of those letters
urged their full implementation. ‘o The regulations have
been amended only once since their promulgation, to address the controversial “worst case analysis” regulation. ~’
Regulatory

Structure

The CEQ regulations implementing the procedural provisions of NEPA apply to all federal agencies of the government, excluding Congress and arty of its institutions, the
judiciary, and the President, including the performance of
staff functions for the President. ‘z The CEQ regulations
are generic in nature, and do not address the applicability
of the various procedural requirements to specific agency
actions. Instead, each federal department and agency is
required to prepare its own NEPA procedures that address
that agency’s compliance in relation to its particular mission.3$ CEQ reviews and approves all agency procedures
and amendments
to those procedures.’4
The agency procedures are required to establish specific
criteria for and identification
of three classes of actions:
those that rquire preparation of an environmental
impact
statement;
those that rquire
preparation
of an environmental
assessment; and those that are categorically

excluded from further NEPA review.
Additionally,
agencies
arerquired
toaddress
NEPA complkmce
foractions
initiated
outside
ofthefederal
government
that
require
federal
approval,
theintroduction
ofsupplemental
EISS
into
theadministrative
record,
theintegration
of NEPA
analysis into the agency decisionmaking
name a contact
office
for further
documents
prepared under NEPA.z’

process, and to
information
or

18. 40 C.F.R. $1500.I(c).
19. The rather notable dcctine in titivation based upon NEPA is partly,
but not whoUy,attributable to improved compliance. Another factor has been the decrease in the number of “major” federal actions
funded by Congress. CEQ statistics, based on annual surveys of all
fcdersd agencies, show a low of 71 cases with NEPA causes of action fded its 1986, as contrasted with 189 cases in 1974.
20. Reviewby the Vii President’sTask Force on RegulatoryRdicf, 1981.
(raw,e.g., response from Nationat Leagueof Cities to the vice Preddent’s rquut for specific recommendations, May 14, 1981).
21. 40 C.F.R. #1502.22.Seegenemlfythe preambleat 51 Fed. Reg. 15619
(1986), ELR AOSSRS.
kfAT. 35038.
22. 40 C.F.R. 41508.12.Byvirtue of a ddegation provisionunder $ltM@)
of the Housingand CommunityDmdopment Aa of 1974,the fcderat
agency designation atso appties to state and Iocatgovernments and
Indian tribes that are the recipients of funds under the Community
DevehprrtentBlockGrant and the Urban DevelopmentAction Grant
programs.
egetq regulatioruam Itstcdat ELR
23. 40 C.F.R. 51507.3.Irnpleamendug
ADsmr. MAT.46tM1.
24. 40 C.F.R. S1507.3(a).
25. 40 C.F.R. 51507.3(b).
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Categorical Exclusions
“Categorical exclusions” refer to acts falling within a predesignated category of actions that do not individually or
cumulatively
have a significant effect on the human environment. ‘t Thus, no documentation
of environmental
analysis is required. Agencies may list either very specific
actions, or a broader class of actions with criteria and examples for guidance. However, federal officials must be
alert to extraordinary circumstances” in which a normally
excluded action may have a significant environmental effect. A categorical exclusion is not an exemption from compliance with NEPA, but merely art administrative tool to
avoid paperwork for those actions without significant environmental effects.
Environmental

Assessments

Art environmental assessment (EA) is supposed to be a concise public document*’ that may be prepared to achieve arty
of the following purposes: to provide sufficient evidence
and analysis for determining whether to prepare an EIS;
to aid art agency’s compliance with NEPA when no EIS
is necessary; and to facilitate preparation of an EIS if one
is necessary. An EA should include a brief discussion of
the need for the proposal, of alternatives as required by
NEPA $102(2)(E),” and of the environmental impacts of
the proposed action and alternatives. It should list agencies and persons consulted. 30An EA is followed by one
of two conclusions: either a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) or a decision to prepare an EIS. A FONSI
briefly presents the reasons why an action, not otherwise
categorically excluded, will not have a significant effeet
on the human environment. It may include a summary of
the EA, or simply be attached to the EA.’l Neither EAs
nor FONSIS are filed in a central location (unlike EISS,
which are filed with the Office of Federal Activities in the
Environmental Protection Agency). However, they are
public documents, and the agency responsible for their
preparation must involve the public in art appropriate manner.’l
26. 40 C.F.R. S1508.4.
27. Agencies must provide for the possibility of errtraor-

cir-

cumstances in which a normsdtyexcluded action may have a significant environmental effect in their own NEPA proadures. 40 C.F.R.
S1508.4. CEQ encourages agencies to identify criteria for possible
extraordinary circumstances in those procedures. The presence of
an endangered s~es, an impact on criticat habitat, a significant
impact on bottonrland hardwoods, or a major impact on a historic
site, for example, could trigger the requirement to prepare an EIS
for an action that would normalty fall under a ategorial cxchssion.
See, for example, the U.S. Forest Service’sNEPA procedura at 50
Fed, Reg. 26078 (1985).
28. CEQ’S recommended length is 10 to 15 pages. See, Question 36a,
“Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning CEQS National Ertviromnental PolicyAct Regulations,” 46 Fed. Reg. 18026,18036,ELR
AD-. MAT.35020,35029. SeeaLw Sierra Ctub v. Marsh, 769F.2d
868, 15 ELR 20911(Ist CU. 1985),discussing the appropriate uses
of EAs and how overly lengthy EAs often signal an inappropriate
use of the document.
29. Section 102(2ME)
. . . reauires federal asrenciesto. “Study, develoDand
describeappropriate-alternativea to%ommended co&es of action
in any proposaJ which involves unresolved eonflkts concerning alternative uses of available resources.” 42 U.S.C. #4332(2)(E).
30. 40 C.F.R. S1508.9. .
31. See 40 C.F.R. $51500.3, 1500.5(1), 1501.4(e), 1504.(q), 1508.13.
32. 40 C.F.R. S1506.6.
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4gencies have discretion in seleeting the appropriate level
c public circulation
of EAs and FONSIS, but there are
two circumstances
in which art agency is required to make
a FONS1 available for public review for 30 days. The first
situation is when the proposed action is, or is closely similar
to, an action which normally requires an EIS; the second

_

case arises if the nature of the proposed action is without
precedent in the agency’s experience.”
While the EA and FONSI process is a valuable and even
essential tool, it has been subjeeted, far too often, to two
types of abuse. On the one hand, some compliance has
reduced the EA analysis to a one-page form that is so cursory that it is questionable whether the underlying decision
about whether to prepare an EIS is sound. On the other
hand, an EA all too frequently takes on the look, feel, and
form of an EIS, complete with the same qualitative contents and volume and weight. There can be several reasons
for this, but certainly one unfortunate rationale has been
to avoid as much public involvement as an EIS would
stimulate, while Ming prepared to turn the EA into an EIS
rapidly if a court would so order. Agency officials thinking of that approach would be far better advised to simply
proceed with circulation of the document as an EIS.

Environmental Impact Statements
The primary purpose of an EIS is to serve as an actionforcing device to ensure that the policies and goals defined
in NEPA are infused into the ongoing programs and actions of the federal government. It must provide full and
fair discussion of significant environmental impacts and

shall inform deeisionmakers and the public of the
reasonable alternatives that would avoid or minimize
adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment. In preparing EISS, agencia should fdcus on
sign~cant environmentalissuesand alternativesand reduce
paperwork and the accumulation of extraneous bac~
ground data. Texts should be concise, clear, and to t
point, and should be supported by evidence that the agent,
has made the necessary environmental analyses. Art EIS
is more than a disclosure document; it should be used by
federal officials to plan actions and make decisions.
The threshold requirement for preparation of an EIS is,
of course, the statutory threshold of a‘ ‘major federal action significantly affeeting the quality of the human environment.”’4 As interpreted by the CEQ regulations and
case law, “major federal actions” include a wide range of
actions, certainly much more than the construction projeets most commonly associated with NEPA compliance.

Forexample,
“aetiona”
include
adoption
ofrules,
re@ations,
andinterpretations
ofpolicy
under
theAdministrative
Procedure
Aet(APA),
Iegislathc
proposals,
treaties
andinternational
conventions
oragreements,
andadoption
ofprograms.”
Actions
include
circumstances
where
theresponsible
official
fails
toactandthat
failure
toact
isreviewable
bymurtaoradministrative
tribunals
under
theAPA orother
applicable
lawasagency
action.
‘tThe
33.40C.FoR.
g1501.4(e)(2)(i)
and (ii).
34. NEPA #102(2MC),42 U.S.C. S433X2)(C);ELR STAT.NkPA 003.
The statutory term is amplified in the regulations. See 40 C.F.R.
61502.3.
35.40 C.F.R. #1508.18(b).
36. 40 C.F:R. $1508.18.

–
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under the circumstances. Generally, however, the courts
have rejected specific size or monetary factors as a guide
to determining the significance of an action.” Courts are
also increasingly concerned with adequate consideration
of cumulative and indirect effects .“ Although social and
and Local Fmcial
Assistance Act of 1971, with no federal
economic impacts alone do not trigger the requirement to
agency control over the subsequent use of such funds.’7
prepare an EISunder NEPA, the courts have required the
The question of what ia “significant,” thus making EIS
inclusion of such impacts once the threshold requirement
preparation neceswy, has often been a difficult one. In
for preparation of an EIS has been reached.”
fact, disagreement about whether a proposed action has
effects” has been the most frequent reason
‘‘signifimt
Two types of EISS that have received less attention than
over
thepaat
19years.”
CEQS re@a- the typical project-specific EIS are the programmatic EIS
for NEPA litigation
tions
do notdefine
whichparticular
federal
actions
are and the legislative EIS. Programmatic EISS must be
“significant”
forpurposes
ofNEPA;rather,
they
provide prepared prior to an agency’s decision regarding a major
program, plan, or policy with significant environmental
a discussion
ofthefactors
that
should
beconsidered
by
eachagency
whendrafting
their
own NEPA proceduresimpacts. It maybe broad in scope, followed by site-specific
EISS or EAs prepared at subsequent stages. The process
andwhenconsidering proposed actions. The regulations
of preparing a broad statement and subsequent, more naremphasize the need to consider “significantly” in terms
rowly focused NEPA documents is referred to as tiering.”
of both context and intensity.$’ “Context” means that the
Legislative EISS meet the statutory requirement for a
significance of the proposed action must be analyzed in
“detailed statement on proposals for legislation which
relation to the societal and environmental framework in
would significantly affect the quality of the human environwhich the action would occur. Factors to be considered
ment .’“’ Although there are some modifications, the proin evaluating “intensity” include the degree to which the
cedures for preparation of legislative EISS are similar to
proposed action affects public health and safety, unique
EISS prepared for proposals for executive branch action.”
characteristics of the geographic area involved, the degree
Once the decision is made to prepare an EIS of anY type,
of controversy about the environmental impacts, the degree
the proponent federal agency publishes a Notice of Intent
to which the possible effects on the human environment
(NOI) in the Federal Register. The NOI should describe
are highly uncertain or involve unique or unknown risks,
the proposed action and possible alternatives, the agency’s
the precedential value of the action, the presence of
intent to prepare an EIS, the agency’s proposed scoping
cumulative effects, the possible effects on historic, scienprocess, and any planned scoping meetings and the name
tific, or cultural resources, the degree to which the action
and address of a contact person in the agency.”
may adversely affect an endangered or threatened species
The agency must then engage in the “scoping process,”
or its habitat, and whether the proposed action would be
a process to determine the scope of issues to be addressed
a violation of a federal, state, or local law.a One frequently
in the EIS and for identifying the significant issues related
overlooked point is that the NEPA standard of significance
to a proposed action. Scoping may or may not include
appliea to both ben~cial and adverse impacts.”
meetings, but the process should involve interested parFew federal courts have attempted to formulate a deftities at all levels of government, and all interested private
tion of the phrase 4‘significantly affecting” that goes
citizens and organizations, Scoping is also the appropriate
beyond the factual circumstances of a particular case. Inpoint to allocate responsibilities among lead and cooperatstead, a review of the casu shows that almost all have been
ing agencies, 4*identify other environmental requirements
decided by the court determining whether the evidence in
a given case pointed to the presence of potentially signifi42. Compum, e.g., the decisions its Forty-seventh Street Improvement
cant environmental effects and then deciding whether the
Aaa’n. v. Volpe, 3 ELR 20162(D. Colo. 1973)(one-mile str~ch of
agency’s decision not to prepare an EIS was reasonable
highwaycaused sufficient environmental impact to require prepara-

only items specifically excluded as “actions” under NEPA
are judicial or administrative enforcement actions (both
civiland crindnal) Wd funding assistancesolelyin the form
of generalrevenue shat%g funds distributed under the State

37.40 C.F.R. S1508.18(8).
38. N’EPAlitigation tics
and a discussionof significant NEPA case
law can be found its the NEPA chapter of each Anrtuat Report on
Environmental Quatity, pubtished by CEQ. For cumulative NEPA
litigation statistics, reflecting litigation from 1974-1985,see CEQ,
Environmental Qwfi~ [17th Astnuat Report] 241 (1986).
To avoid the problem of defining sigtriflcancc,some countries and
institutions have promulgated binding lists of specific projects that
are aubjcd to envirostmeatatimpact asewment procedures. Sea e.g..
“~ httpkStWIWiOO
OfESWi?OrtlWlltSd
h?l~ ~erlt,”
Cabinet
Decision, August 28, 1984(JapanY Council of the European Commrmitica, “Directive on the Assessment of the Effects of Certain
public and Private Projects on the Environment,” June 27, 1985.
39. 40 C.F.R. ~1508.27(a)md (b).
40. 40 C.F.R. SM08.27(LO(1)-(10).

w
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41. 40 C.F.R. ~1508.27(b)(l). See rrfsoNational Wildtife Federation v.
Marsh. 751 F.2d 767, 14ELR 20172(1lth CU. 1983);En*onmmtat Defense Fund v. Marah, 651 F.2d 983, 11 ELR 21012 (5th CU.
1981).The only exception to this is the anatyais required under 40
C.F.R. 1502.22(incompleteand unavailable informationin artEIS),

whichbaaalwayabeenframedin termsof “adverseimpacta.”That
nmdadon, Irowewr,apptia otra thedecision to prepare an EMhas
a.treadybeen made.

tion of ass EM) with James v. Tennessee Valtey Authority, 538 F.
Supp.704, 12 ELR 21076(E.D. Tetm. 1982)(TVA was not required
to prepare an EIS before graoting a permit for the construction of
an inland coal-loading port even though the agency’s own NEPA
regulations indicated that port projects normally required an EIS).
43. See, e.g., Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772F.2d 1225,15ELR 21070(5th
Cir. 1985);CoMer v. Burford, 605 F. Supp. 107, 15 ELR 2M08 (D.
Mont. 1985).
44. 40 C.F.R. $1508.14;Hardy v. Mitchell, 464 F.2d 640,2 ELR 20216
(2d Cir. 1972),and 471 F.2d 823,2 ELR 20717(2d Cir. 1972)(sub.
nom. Hardy v. Kkindienst).
45. 40 C.F.R. M1502.20, 1508.28.For CEQ sui~ce on Pr:@~atic
EISS and the tiering conceptt see “Guidance Regardw NEPA
Re8utatioo$,” 48 Fed. Reg. 34263,34267(1983),ELR An-. MAT.
35045,and Question 24, “Forty Most Asked Questions Concerning
CEQ’S National Environmental Policy Act Regulations,” 46 Fed.
Reg. 18026,18033(1981),ELR Amsm. WT. 35020,35026.See 17fS0
California V. Block, 690 F.2d 753,13 ELR 20092(9th Cir. 1982)and
Foundation on Economic Trends v. Lyng, 817 F.2d 882, 17 ELR
20902 (D.C. CU. 1987).
46. NEPA SI02(2)(C),42 U.S.C. $4332(2)(C),ELR STAT. NEPA 003.
47. See 40 C.F.R. $1506.8 for the applicable requirements.
4S. 40 C.F.R. S1508.22.
“ agency” designationsare usedwhen
49. ‘lead agency” and “mqemtmg
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that are applicable to the proposal, set any time and page
limits, and, in general, structure the process in such a way
that all identifiable participants are informed and involved
at appropriate points. A well designed scoping process can
have an extremely positive ripple effect throughout the rH
of the NEPA process.’0
The next step is preparation of a draft EIS. The EIS may
be prepared either by the lead agency, with assistance from
any cooperating agencies, or by a contractor. However,
if a contractor prepares the EIS, the contractor should be
chosen by the agency and must execute a disclosure statement prepared by the lead agency, specifying that the contractor has no financial or other interest in the outcome
of the project.” The agency may accept information from
any party, including the applicant, but it afways has the
duty to independently evaluate such information.’l
The content requirements of an EIS, from cover sheet
to appendices, are set out in the CEQ regulations.” The
“heart” of the EIS is the alternatives analysis, which inevitably leads to the question of which alternatives must
be analyzed. The answer to that, like the answer to the
question of what is “significant,” is addressed on a caseby-case basis, with the key judicial standard being that of
reasonableness. S4
If the proposed action is the subject of a request for a
federal permit or regulatory approval for a proposed action, the federal agency must consider both public and
private purpose and need. Courts have stressed the need
to consider the objectives of the permit applicant ,’$ but
they have also emphasized the requirement for the agency
toexercise independent judgment as to the appropriate articulation of objective purpose and need.” Thus, NEPA
requires the agency to consider both public and private purpose and need in formulating the alternatives to be examined in an EIS.
there is more than

50.

51.

52.

53.
54.

55.
56.

one fedcrat agency either proposing an action or
involved in the same action or group of actions. Federal, state, or
load agencies,includingat least one federal agency, may actas joint
lead agencies,For criteriaand responsibilitiesof lead and cooperating
agencies, see 40 C.F.R. $~1501.5 and 1501.6. For resohstion of
disputes over which agency should be lead agency, see 40 C.F.R.
51501.5(C).
40 C.F.R. $1501.7, See rr/sw“Mcrrrorartdum for Oencral counsels,
NEPA Liaisons, and Participants in Scoping: scoping Guidance,”
(Apr. 30, 1981),ELR ADMSN. MAT. 35031.The U.S. Forest SeMce
uses scopingtechniques to good advantage for SUproposed actions,
regardless of whether an EM is rquired. See Ketcham, How Does
rhe Scoping Process AfJect the Substance of an EIS? and O’Brien,
The Importance of Scoping, in N. ROBSNSON
(cd,), PROC6EDtNOS
OF
ACONFERENCE
ONTHEPrrapAstAnoNANDRsvtsw OFENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENTS
(1988).
40 C.F.R. ~1506.5(c).An applicant may prepare an EA. However,
in this case, the agency must make its own evaluation of the environmental issues and take responsibility for the scope and content
of the document. 40 C.F.R. $1406.5(ls).
The agencymay also incorporate information by refercncs in the EIS
and adopt another agency’s NEPA documents. However, the ittdependent reviewstandard still applies. See 40 C.F.R. f 1502.21for
incorporation by reference and 40 C.F.R. ~1506.3 for adoption
procedures.
40 C.F. R. ~1502.10.
See Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources
DefenseCouncil, Inc., 435U.S. 519,8 ELR 20288(1978).sometimes
“reasonable alternatives” may include those outside the iunsdiction
of the lead agency. Natural ResourcesDefenseCourtcit,I-nc.v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 2 EL~ 20029 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
Roosevelt Campobello Internatiortat Park Corrtm’n. v. U.S. EPA,
684 F.2d 1034, 12 ELR 209! 1 (lst Cir, 1982).
Van Abberna v, Fometl, 807F.2d 633, 17ELR 20429(7th CU. 1986).
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Once the draft EIS is prepared, it must be circulated for
at least 4S days for public comment and review.’7 Federal
agencies with jurisdiction by law or special expertise with
respect to any of the relevant environmental impacts are
expected to comment, although this may take the form of
a “no comment” letter. ” At the conclusion of the comment period, the agency must evaluate the comment Ietters and respond to the substantive comments in the final
EIS. ” The final EIS is sent to all parties who commented
on the draft EIS. No decision may be made concerning
the proposed action until at least 30 days after the Notice
of Availability of the final EIS or 90 days after the publication of the Notice of Availability of the draft EIS,
whichever is later .’”
At the time of decision, the decisionmaker must sign a
Record of Decision (ROD). The ROD states what the decision is, identifies which alternatives were considered by the
agency in making the decision, specifies which alternatives
were considered to be environmentally preferable, and
discusses factors that were balanced by the decisionmaker.
Further, the ROD states whether all practical methods to
avoid or minimize environmental harm are being adopted,
and if not, why not. The ROD also includes a description
of any applicable enforcement and monitoring programs.”
ll%e Referral

_

Process

The referral process is a method for referring to CEQ those

federal interagency disagreements concerning proposed
major federal actions that might cause unsatisfactory environmental effects, ‘z The head of a federal department

or agency may refer a proposed major federal action to
CEQ no later than 2S days after the Notice of Availability
for the fmtd EIS has been published by EPA. Under $309
of the Clean Air Act ,s’ the Administrator of EPA has
broader authority to refer to CEQ any proposed legislation, action, or regulation that he or she deems unsatfifactory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environmental quality. The regulations provide guidance on
procedures to be followed, criteria for referrals, contents
of referring letters and supporting documents, responses
by agencies, and involvement by the public. If CEQ accepts a referral, it has a number of options, including making recommendations to the President for action. However,
most typically, CEQ publishes Findings and Recommendations regarding the issues under consideration. These
57. 40 C.F.R. $1506.lwc). Both the draft and find EISSare filed with
the Offics of Federat Activities in the ErrvirorrrnentalProtection
Agency, which then publishes the official Notice of Avsdlabtity for
the EISS. Thnirtg periods run from publication of the Notice of
Availability for comments on EISS and for referrals to CEQ.
58. 40 C.F.R. #1503.2.
59. 40 C.F.R. 51503.4@).The CEQ regulationsstate that the text of fd
EISS “ahatt normalty be less than 150 pages and for proposats of
unusuat scope or complexityshaUnorrnalty be leasthan 300 pages.”
40 C.F.R. S1502.7.AU participants its the procus would be better
served if agencies would take serious efforts to comply with this
standard.
60. 40 C.F.R. 31506.10.Agencies that have internal appeal procedures
that provide a red opporturdty to atter the ultimate decision may
make and record the ultimate decision at the same time the EIS is
published. 40 C.F.R. S1506.IO(LS)(2).
61. 40 C.F.R. S1505.2.
62. &e 40 C.F.R. Part 1504 for full referrat proccdurw.
63. 42 U.S.C. #7609, ELR STAT. Cm 046.
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recommendations are not binding on the lead agency, but
they are most often accepted.”
v

Current Issues
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“Despite some general cynicism about the veracity of
government promises, agency managers prove to be quite
responsible in carrying out promised mitigations.’ ‘“
Finally, there are questions about whether NEPA re-

quires
anagency
toundertake
mitigation
measures
atall,
NEPA arccurrentlylwin~
exam- and,
ifso,ifthere
isarqukedorder
ofpriority
interms
ined,
andstill
moreshould
beaddressed.
Someofthese oft- ofmitigation.
Theissue
ofwhether
NEPA rquires
issues
wereidentified
ata conference
onthepreparationfederal agencies to include in each EIS a fully developed
andreview
ofenvironmental
impact
statements
spon- plan to mitigate environmental harm will be addressed by
sored
byCEQ andtheEnvironmental
Lawsection
ofthe the U.S. Supreme Court as it hears appeals from Oregon
New York State
BarAssociation in November
19S7
atWest Natural Resources Defense Council v. Marsh’” and
Point,
New York;” others are the subject of legislative or
Methow Valley Citizens Council v. Regional Forester.7’
Several issues related to

judicial attention; and some issues have yet to be focused
on seriously by anyone.

w

The question of whether mitigation measures must be
undertaken in a particular order arises in the context of
CEQ’S regulatory deftition of “mitigation.’’” Eecause the
The Post-Decisional NEPA Process
deftition lists five types of mitigation in a logical order,
beginning with avoidance of the impact and ending with
NEPA implementation
haafocused
onthepre-decisional
compensation for the impact by replacement or substituaspects
of the process. This emphasis haa been essential
tion of the affected resource or environment, some have
to achieving the goal of integrating environmental consuggested that agencies are legally obligated to consider
siderations into agency decisionmaking. As the process
mitigation measures in the order presented in the regulamatures,howeva, the postdecisional aspects of the NEPA
tion. While there is no support for that argument in the
process are beginning to receive attention. For example,
regulatory history, agencies are free to adopt such a course
questions are beiig asked about the enforceability of
as a matter of policy.
agency commitments to mitigation measures. Are commitments made in a Record of Decision (ROD) directly enThe Ektratemlorial Reach of NEPA
forceable?” Does it make a difference if the action is a
federally initiated action or a decision on a permit request
The question of whether the procedural requirements of
from a non-federal applicant?
NEPA apply to ail proposed federal actions, wherever they
The scientific accuracy of the predictions in an EIS is
occur,
has been at issue for the past 19 years. Shortly after
another current issue. Oenerally, EISS are examined after
NEPA’s
passage,
theDepartment
ofState
argued
that
its
the proposed action has been completed only if the agency
procedural
provisions
donotapply
toU.S.actions
occuris “tiering,” that is, using the original EIS as a base from
ring
inother
nations.
7’Thefollowing
year,
the Legal AdNEPA. Few
which to prepare additional analysis under
visory
Committee
to
CEQ
studkd
the
issue
and
concluded
agencies
systematically
asewthepredictions
inanEISin
that
$102(2)(C)
applied
to
actions
of
federal
agency
actions’
light
oftheactual
after-thedecision
impacts.
Theftrst
this
issue
wasreleased
in1987,
and,
while anywhere, including those “caxried out within the terstudy
examining

itnecessarily
focused
onEISSprepared
intheearly
1970s,
thestudy
dealt
witha sample
of239EISSandprovides 69.
valuable
insights.”
The authors
concluded
thatEIS
forecasts
weregenerally
“notinaccurate,”
though
many
of theforecasts
were“accurate”
solely
by virtue
of
~~Theauthors
also
foundthat
vagueness
andgeneralities.
64. For en analysis of the referral process, see S. RAND&M. TAWATEK
ONENVTROt$blBIWU
ENvmomtlrrrrALRamamls ANDTEECOUNtXL
QuurrT 19S6(report by the Environmental Law Institute to the
Council on EnvironmentalQuatitY),n?@nted ~ CEQ. Entio~~tal Qusdity [17th Annual Report] 24S-266(19S6).
65. See N. ROBINSON
(cd.), Patmmxrwm o? A CON?SUSNCBONTES
pKEPARAITONANO REVISW OFlhmmramAL

w

hmcr

STATXMKNTS

(1988).
66, To date, this issue has received tittle attention in the courts. One
answer often given is that the remedy for failure to comply with
federal commitments made in a Record of Decision would be to require the agency to prepare a supplemental EIS or EA based on the
“critesiain40c FR
“subwarttiat change” or “new ~
41502.9(C).others have mggeaad that SnitigedonCosnmimtesttsmade
by eitk en agency or applicant shoutd be directly enforceable. Cx
Qts~OtS 34d, “Forty Most Asked QttUt.iOOS
end AUSW=COnCCI’Uing CEQ’SNationat Environmental Policy Act Regtddons;’ 46 Fed.
Reg. 1S026, 1S037, ELR AD-. MAT.35020, 3S029 (1981) (“the
terms of a Recordof Decisionare enforceabk by stgedea md private
partiea”).
& J. Bmcmia, Foassxam ANDEN67. P. CwaANS, H. P. FxrmuMA,
vraoNMaNTA@mmmm
No-Trot
CONTXNT
Mm PasDtcTrvaAcCUMCTOFWvmotwaNTAL hQACT STATEMSN’M
(19s7).
6s. Id. et 253.

eondusion was also supported by a Generat Accounting Offke (GAO) investigation initiated its 1987by the House Merchant Marine end F~heries Committee. No report was ever filed by
GAO, which recommended enriing the study after identifying no
=~~m~
in this area. Nonethekss, concern about frslfdlmauures remains in tight of the overallbudsetary
situation. H.R. 2020 end S. 1792,introduced but not passed in the
ltllh Cortgrea&wotdd have amended NEPA to requireCEQ to issue
guidmce for federalagencks to revim a sampk of implementedEISS,
to measurethe predictedenvironmentaleffects against actuat effects,
and evaluate the implementation of any mitigation requirements
specified in the EISS. Agency reviews would have been submitted
to CEQ for evaluation, which, in turn would have reported on its
findings to CO-.

Id. et 2S4. This

70.

S32 F.2d 14S9, 1S ELR 20321 (9th Cu. 1987).

71.

833 F.2d 810, 18 ELR 20163 (9th Ck. 19S7).The cases also raise
the issue of whether CEQ’S 19S6emendmettt of 40 C.F.R. S1502.22
(iicompkte or unavailableinformation)is consistentwith NEPA,
or whether a “worst case analysis” is specifically rquired under
NEPA.

72.

40 C.F.R. 5150S.20.

73. See Memorandum from Christian A. Herter, Jr,, Special Assistant
to the Sacr@rYof State for Environmmtal Affairs, to RussetlTrain,
chahman, Council on Environmental Quality, end accornwwins
‘U@ Memordmm Appketion of National EnvironmentalPolicy
Act of 1%9 to Actions of the Federal Government Occurring Outsideof the Ur.tkettSU”
May 4, 1970,mpnhted in Hearings Before
the Subcon@t@ on Fkhsrica and WfldlifeConsewation, Committee
on Merchant Marine and Fuheriea,Decentber7-22, 1970.The State
Department did concht& that NEPA’s requirements could be ●p
#kd to the hi@ saU, Outer SpeCe,and Art@Xtb.
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ritorial jurisdiction of another nation.’’” Never decisively
answered by the courts,” the issue was debated by both
commentators’6 and federal agencies” throughout the
1970s.
During the course of working on the NEPA regulations
in 1977-78, CEQ identified the issue of NEPA’s applicability to federal actions as an issue which needed to be addressed in a regulatory context. That effort, involving a
long and much publicized interagency debate,” resulted
in the January 4, 1979, issuance by President Carter of Executive Order 12114,7” ‘Environmental Effects Abroad of
Major Federal Actions. ” Executive Order 12114 “represents the United States government’s exclusive and complete determination of the procedural and other actions
to be taken by Federal agencies to further the purpose of
the National Environmental Policy Act, with respect to the
environment outside the United States, its territories and
possessions.’”0 It does not create a cause of action in the
courts.” It requires agencies to publish implementing procedures, in consultation with CEQ and the Department of
State. The Executive Order provides for environmental
analysis and documentation for actions affecting the global
commons;’z actions affecting the environment of a foreign
nation not participating with the United States or otherwise involved in art action (the’ ‘innocent bystander” situation);” actions that provide a product that is prohibited
or strictly regulated by United States law because its toxic
effects on the environment create a serious public health
risk; artd actions that provide a project which in the United
States is prohibited or strictly regulated to protect the en74. Report of the Legal Advisory Committee to the President’s Councit
on Environmental Quatity, December 1971, pp. 13-17.
75. SeeNatural Resources DefenseCouncil, Inc. v. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, 647 F.2d 1345, 11ELR 20266(D.C. Cu. 1981);Environmental DefenseFund v. Agencyfor International Development,
6 ELR 20121(D.D.C. 1975);Sierra Club v. Cokrnars, 405 F. Supp.
53, 6 ELR 20051 (D.D.C. 1975), 421F. &tPP. 63, 6 ELR 20798
(D.D.C. 1976);Sierra Club v. Atomic Energy Commission, 4 ELR
20685(D.D.C. 1974);WlldemcssSociety v. Morton, 463 F.2d 1261,
2 ELR 20250 (D.C. Cir. 1972).
76. See, ●.g., Comment, NEPA’s Role in Protecting the Worki Envimnrnenf, 131 U. PA. L. I&v. 353(1982~Comment, TireEXmterriforid
Scope of NEPA’s Environmental Impact Statement Requirement,

74 MrcH.L. I&v. 349(1975~Robmn, &7mWrrihriai &rvironmental Protection Obligations of the Foreign ~fairs Agencier: l%e Unfulfilled Mandates of NEPA, 7 N.Y,U.J. INT’LL. ANDPOL.257
(1974); Tarlock, The Application of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1%9 to the Darien Gap Highway Reject, 7 N.Y.U.J.

Irm’LL. ANDpOL.459 (1974).
77. CEQ consistently maintained that the procedural requirements of
NEPA appliedto U.S. internationalactions,reasoningthat “The

‘humanenvironment’
isnottided to theUnitedStates,but includes
othercountriesandareasoutsidethejurkdktionof anycountry. . . .

The Act contains no express or impIiedgeographic limitation of environmental impacts to the United States or to artyother area. Indeed, such a limitation woutd bs inconsistent withthe plain tanguage
of NEPA. . . .“ CEQ, Memorandum to Heads of Agencies on the
Applying the EIS Requirement to Enviromnentat Impacts Abroad
(Sept.24, 1976).Agencieswith a foreign assistance mission or other
overseas programs continued to resist this interpretation.
78. Seehident Ordets EnvinxmentalRevkw of IntematiorsaiActiottr,
9 ELR 10011(1979); Forthcoming CEQ Regulations to Deternrbte
Whether NEPA Applies to Environmental Impacts Limited to
Foreign Counfrkr, 8 ELR 10111(1978).

79. 3 C.F.R. 356 (1980), ELR AD-.
80. Excc. Order 12114, $1-1.
81. Id., $3-1.
82. Id., #2-3(a).
83< Id., $2-3(%).

MAT.45023.
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vironment against radioactive substances.’4 The Executive
Order exempts a number of federal actions, including votes
in international conferences and organizations, intelligence
activities, arms transfers, and actions taken in the interests
of national security.” Additionally, the Executive Order
grants agencies broad authority to modify the contents,
timing, and availability of documents to other affected
federal agencies and affected nations for such reasons as
“to enable the agency to decide and act promptly when
required, “ “to avoid adverse impacts on foreign relations
or infringement in fact or appearance of other nations’
sovereign responsibilities, ” and’ ‘difficulties of obtaining
information and agency ability to analyze meaningfully environmental effects of a proposed action, ” and other
similar factors.SG
Recently, CEQ surveyed all federal agencies with regard
to their compliance with Executive Order 12114. Since
]985, over 200 documents have been prepared under it,
by 7 federal agencies.” The vast majority of these
documents are for the EPA Prevention of Significant
Deterioration Permits under the Clean Air Act. Excluding
these, approximately 45 documents have been prepared.
The responses to the survey demonstrated some confusion
among the uses of EISS, EAs, concise environmental
reviews, and bilateral or multilateral environmental studies
referenced under Executive Order 12114, and several agencies asked CEQ for guidance.
During the 1988 session of Congress, the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee approved S, 1792,
including an amendment to NEPA S102(2)(C) specifically
extending that section’s coverage to extraterritorial actions.
The accompanying report language referred to federal involvement in the Three Gorges Dam on China’s Yangtze
River, and criticized Executive Order 12114 as being inin
consistent with the policy and principles set forth
NEPA.” Whilethebill
wasnotacted
uponby the full
Senate or the House of Representatives during 1988, it ap
pears likely that the issue will be revisited in Congress in
1989.

Legislative Environmental Impact Statements
One issue that is not receiving attention in Congress, and
that should be, is the use of the legislative EM process.
The language of S102(2)(C) specifically emphasizes proposals for legislation as being the subject of the “detailed
statements,” now known as EISS,and, of course, the CEQ
regulations provide procedures for legislative EISS.” The
legislative EIS process can rake difficult problems for
agencies trying to clear proposed legislation through the
84. Id., #2-3(c). A fourth category of actions requiring envirortmentat
analysis and documentation under the Executive Order is major
federalactiotts that sigrdtlcattttyaffect naturat or ecdogicat resources
of global importance designated for protection by the President, or
in the case of a resource protected by international agreement binding on the United States, by the Secretary of State. No such designations have been made.
85. Id., S2-5(a).
86. Id., 32-3(c).
87. The seven agencies are the Defense Logistics Agency, the Defense
l+tcteu AEerw, the Joint chiefs of Staff-pacific COmtnant Army,
the State Department, the Er.tvirotuttentalProtection Agencyand the
Coast Guard.
88. S. REP. No. 100-52, 100th COM., 2d Sess. 6 (1988).
89. 40 C.F.R. SS1506.8, 1508.17.
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Office of Management
andBudget,
anditraises
questionsAlternatives to NEPA Litigation

w

ofenforceability
through
thecourts
because
ofseparation
90 Nonetheless,
some agencies do atThe development of NEPA law and its enforcement is
ofpowers
questions.
tempt consistent compliance with the requirements.” With
a few exceptions, the process appears to be ignored by the
congressional recipients of the EISS. Congress has its own
processes for gathering information, seeking public comment and making decisions, and may view the legislative
EIS process as an unnecessary extension of an executive
branch process into legislative decisiortmaking. The situation is discouraging for those who try to comply with the
dictates of the statute, and frustrating in terms of overall
use of resources. Responsible officials in both the Congress and the executive branch should focus on if and how
the process could be made more useful and relevant to congressional debate.

Cumulative Zmpacts

*

By now, most federal agencies with much experience in
NEPA compliance are reasonably adept at analysis of
direct and indirect environmental impacts. Cumulative impacts, however, pose more difficult legal and methodological problems. Cumulative impacts are the impacts on the
environment that result from the incremental impact of
the proposed action when added to other past, present, and
reasonably tikely future actions. Both federal and nonfederal actions must be taken into account when making
this evaluation.’~
Over the past few years, several court cases have highlighted the importance of cumulative impact analysis.”
There probably will be further litigation defining the
boundaries of this important requirement in particular factual situations. MeanwhiIe, some agencies have developed
methodologies and guidance for the assessment of
cumulative impact assessment .’4 Because this form of
assessment presents unique challenges, CEQ has commissioned the Conservation Foundation to prepare an inventory of federal agency activities and documents related to
cumulative impact assessments. An interagency work
group, headed by CEQ, has been formed to focus on
various methodological
assessment.

b

aspects

of cumulative

impact

90. For example, what remedy can the courts unpose if Congress is proceeding to debate and decide on a proposal that is unaccompanied
by the appropriate NEPA documentation, or if art EIS that has beerr
transmitted to Congress is arguably imdequate?
91. The Forest Serviceand the Bureau of Land Management, for example, have fifedmany kgidative EXSSfor propoaats for Wdd and Scenic
Riversand Wddemess .Weaa.A legislativeEIS was prepared for tbe
Department of Interior’s proposed oil and gas leasing program in
the Alaska National Wddlife RefugeArea. EPA and theDepartment
of State have submitted legislative NEPA documents retated to
various proposed irtternatiortal agreemmts and treaties.
92. 40 C.F.R. $150S.7.
93. See, e.g., Connor v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441, 18 ELR 21182 (9th
Cir. 1988x Fritiofson v. Alexander, 722 F.2d 1225, 15 ELR 21070
(5th CU. 1985);Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754, 15 EL.R2022S
(9th Cir. 1985).
94. See, ●.g. U.S. Forest Service, Region 6 Procedures for Cumulative
Effects Amtysk Direction for Cumulative Effects Analysisin Forest
Planning (Dec. 19S6);J. Gossmmx ANDL. LaE, CrnsrJLAnvs IMPACTSk?@s3MSN7 rN BmmMLAND
!iAX,DWOODFOXSSTS
(center fOr
Wetland Resources, Louisiana State University) 1987(prepared for
the Environmental Protection Agency).

closely intertwined with NEPA case litigation. Indeed, the
ease with which Iitigants have been able to avail themselves
of the judicial system has been viewed as either a major
strength or a serious shortcoming of the environmental impact assessment in the United States, depending upon the
viewpoint of the observer. Currently, the number of cases
brought under NEPA is significantly decreasing, from a
high of 189 cases in 1974 to a low of 71 cases in 1986.’$
The basic profde of NEPA disputes, however, has not
changed over the years: the common forum for resolving
claims of inadequate NEPA compliance remains the
federal courts.
Meanwhile, parties in other environmental dispute situations have been searching for more effective and efficient
means of resolving such matters.*’ Officials at EPA have
encouraged and engaged in regulatory negotiation on
several occasions.” The Administrative Conference of the
United States has done much work in encouraging alternativedispute resolution (ADR).” Environmental organizations and industry groups have used such techniques to attempt to arrive at a consensus on legislative matters. While
clearly not always successful, and subject to some criticism
from environmental organizations,” there appear to be
some situations in which ADR techniques can provide a
more constructive solution to an environmental controversy than litigation. Yet with very few exceptions, ADR
techniques have not been applied to NEPA controversies,
Some aspects of the NEPA process, notably scoping, are
quite compatible with ADR techniques. Efforts should be
made to meld the procedural aspects of NEPA with successful ADR techniques to attempt to resolve incipient environmental controversies before court battles become
inevitable.
Conclusion
While NEPA maybe an old statute, by environmental law
standards, it has important continuing vitality in light of
current environmental problems. Its most important functions continue to be integrating environmental factors into federal decisionmaking and opening up that process to
outside parties. Its breadth covers such timely concerns as
biological diversity and global climate change, and it will
continue to cover the concerns of future generations.
95. These totats are derived from annual CEQ NEPA litigationsurveys,
published in annuat environmental quality reports.
%. For a survey and anafysis of situations in which rdtemative dispute
resolution techniqua have been used, spanning a period from the
early 1970sto spring of 1984,seeG. BrNosMM,
RESOLVWI
ENVIRONMENTAL
Drsmrras: A DSCADE OF ExmamNC)?(1986).
97. SeeMays, Alternate Dtrpute Ramtutiorr and Environmental Eqfoment: A Noble Experiment or a Lost Cause?, 18ELR 10087(1988).
98. See AdministrativeConference Recommendation t3&3,calling on
agenciesto employ alternative tneam of dispute resolution in a broad
range of cotttroversia (adopted in June 1986),and Recommertdation 86-8, on acquiring the servica of ‘‘neutrats” for aJtemative
means of dispute resolution (adopted in December 1986).
99. ‘f’here is, for example, d- concern on the w of environmentat
organisations about available resourca for intensivenegotiating sessions. Seegenerally Brunet, The Costs of Environmental Alternative
Dirpute Resolution, 18 ELR 10515(1988).
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Some aspects of both NEPA and the environmental impact assessment need clarification or further attention.

niversary of the statute. CEQ is taking the lead role in
coordinating these activities. These events should be useful

During 1989 and 1990, there wIWbe a series of forums for
examining these issues in comection with the 20th year an-

in highlighting
the strengths
practices under NEPA.

and weaknesses

of current
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